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Abstract

understanding of working group performance, coordination,
cooperation, and organization of human social networks [2].

Recently, the use of social and human computing
has witnessed increasing interest in the AI community. However, in order to harness the true potential of social computing, human subjects must play
an active role in achieving computation in social
networks and related media. Our work proposes
an initial desiderata for effective social computing,
drawing inspiration from artiﬁcial intelligence. Extensive experimentation reveals that several open
issues and research questions have to be answered
before the true potential of social and human computing is achieved. We, however, take a somewhat
novel approach, by implementing a social networks
environment where human subjects cooperate towards computational problem solving. In our social environment, human and artiﬁcial agents cooperate in their computation tasks, which may lead to
a single problem-solving social network that potentially allows seamless cooperation among human
and machine agents.
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The Proposed Social Network Model

We modeled a Social Network through a generalization of
Memetic Networks[1; 5]. In our model, problem-solving
agents (either human or artiﬁcial) are connected through
a network of arbitrary topology [1] where nodes represent
agents and the edges allow connected agents to communicate
(their solutions). Thus agents are allowed to perform two actions at any time:
1. First, agents can formulate their own solution to the
problem’s instance (with no communication with network peers) and, after that, agents can submit their formulated solution through the media (social network).
This is known as the introspective phase.
2. Second, agents can evaluate neighbors’ solutions available in the social network and potentially copy the entire
neighbor’s current solution. This is in the extroversive
phase.
Therefore as agents evaluate solutions and choose between
their own solution or their neighbor’s, solutions are under selective pressure from the social network’s agents.

Introduction

In order to harness the potential of social computing effective mechanisms and tools are needed to cooperation among
human agents by means of several forms of knowledge
exchange[2; 6]. Furthermore, the wide access to social networks data and the ever growing amount of human knowledge stored in digital format allows a deeper and quantitative
analysis of humans’ culture inﬂuence on human evolution[3;
4]. This raises an important question to Artiﬁcial Intelligence
research: by which means human and machine agents can
cooperate to perform computation and problem-solving in a
social network?
Aiming at answering this this question we have implemented and analysed controlled experiments with human subjects solving instances of computational problems in social
networks. Our experiments have tow objectives: to identify and infer properties underlying cooperation in human
problem-solving, and to ﬁnd out the mechanisms of knowledge exchange among human and machine agents when solving problems. As a consequence we shall be able to develop
efﬁcient algorithms for problem-solving that can impact the
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Experiment Setup

In order to perform experiments to validate our model, we
have built two web applications where subjects solved problems cooperatively through a web browser. Each submitted
or copied solution was tagged with a timestamp and the subjects’s identity information, and logged into a database. Subjects (or agents) in the network were groups of ﬁrst and second year Computer Science undergraduates. The ﬁrst application was shared with participating universities and experiments used non-industrial SAT problem instances from 1.2
million different instances with varying degrees of difﬁculty.
The second application was published on Facebook’s Open
Service platform and used Sudoku game problem instances.
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Experimental Results

The ﬁrst set of experiments were carried out using a Social
SAT solver, where subjects cooperate to solve SAT instances.
A few issues have to be reported. First (as expected), we
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found out that the string size of harder SAT instances did not
ﬁt on a browser’s window, limiting the set of SAT instances
available for experimentation. The remaining SAT instances
had a small solution space, thus favouring agents’ strategies
such as random walks due to high probability of choosing the
right solution by chance. Such agents’ random walks towards
solution instances can be seen in Fig. 1.

Table 1: Experiment runs for SAT instances
Topology
SAT experiment
Disconnected
Ring (K = 4)
Ring (K = 6)
SF†(γ = 1.65)
Total
Sudoku experiment
Ring (K = 4)
Ring (K = 6)
SF†(γ = 1.65)
Total
† SF: Scale-Free
K: # of neighbors

Experiments
(instances)

Agents

Solutions
and (%copied)

16 (16)
4 (3)
3 (2)
11 (9)
34 (24)

125
16 to 19
22 to 31
1 to 32
3 to 26

335 (13%)
268 (14%)
1179 (10%)
7630 (11%)

2 (2)
2 (2)
4 (3)
8 (6)

2 to 5
17 to 20
14 to 35
2 to 35

533 (25%)
11114 (18%)
6012 (87%)
17659 (42%)

solving human social network always found the correct solution for all problem instances. The implications of this result
and the strategies used by agents in the social networks are
currently under further investigation.

Figure 1: Visual representation of collective strategy taken by
(the agents in) the Social Network. Each graph represents the
explored search space during an experiment run with a given
problem instance and topology. Nodes represent a solution
that was formulated or copied by at least one agent. Light
shades indicate that the solution is better evaluated by agents
and the node size increase as more agents found or copied that
same solution. Edges represent an agent changing from one
solution to another, whether copying or changing a previous
solution. Finally, the light coloured triangle shows the best
solution achieved during the experiment run. Experiments labeled (a) to (f) are highly connected and show agents’ choice
for random walk algorithms due to the small search space,
and agents could submit any available solution. Experiments
(g) and (h) show experiments where agents quickly found out
the correct solution.
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Current Research Developments

We are currently analyzing the data collected from the experiments in order to model and understand the agents’ behavior
as represented in Figure 1. For instance, one could think of
using Markov processes or other statistical models since there
is a probabilistic behaviour associated to agents solving problems in a social network. This can contribute towards understanding how humans achieve complex problem-solving in a
number of environments, with possible implications to working groups, social, and human computing.
Acknowledgements: Research partly supported by CNPq.
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